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STD III
I . Punctuation
1 seema ravi and rohan went to the park yesterday
2 where is my bag
3 wow what a beautiful dress
II Write the opposite gender
1 duck
2 goose
3 queen
4 monk
5nephew
III underline the prepositions

1 Put your bag on the desk
2 Sit between your friends.
3 Come into the classroom.
4 The goat is jumping over the fence.
5 The teacher is standing near the blackboard.
IV Fill in with suitable collective nouns

1 a ___________ of puppies.
2 a _____________ of musicians.
3 a ________ of fish.
4 a__________ of stars.
5 a___________ of paper.
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V Write the short forms

1 could not __________
2 has not __________
3 shall not__________
4 did not Under
5 must not _______
VI Poetry comprehension
When I was just a little bear,
Penny dragged me everywhere,
She filled me up with cold mud pie,
She scratched my eye and lost my tie,
She left me outside in the rain,
and spilled her juice that left this stain.
But I didn't cry or scold,
Because she was only two years old!
And what's a faithful bear to do
When his little girl is only two?

I Circle the things that Penny did to the teddy bear
dragged it scratched its eye stained it with juice bathed it dressed it up
IIPick out the rhyming words from the poem and list them.
III Write the opposites
1 cry×
2 old×
2

3 cold×
VII Write the full form for the following contractions
1 could'nt
2 can't
3 it's
4 they're
VIII Underline the adjectives in the given sentences
1 Chidren grow a little every month.
2 There are dark clouds in the sky.
3 My mother is pretty.
4 The wood cutter as honest.
5 There are seven days in a week.
IX Underline the adverbs and classify
1 We went to the library yesterday._______
2 Go there.__________
3 Renu danced gracefully._________
4 Rahul sometimes cooks dinner for his friends._________
5 Where is the book?_________
X Underline the verbs and identify the tense
1 The tree sheds its leaves in Autumn.
2 Raj will leave for Ajmer on Saturday.
3 It rained heavily yesterday.
4 Father is listening to music.
5 Arun studies in the afternoon.
XI.Choose the correct homophone
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1 The son/Sun shines brightly.
2 The constable
blew/blue the whistle.
3 Ram won/one the race.
4 The brave knight/night fought vallantlý.
XII Definitions
1 classroom
2 airport
3 table
4 computer
XIII Letter writing (informal)
Write a letter to your friend inviting him/her for your birthday party.
XIV Complete the tabular column with suitable tenses.
Present

Past

Future.

1 fly

______

_______

2 eat

_______

_____

3 ------4 ____
5 take

sang
______
took

_____
will write.
_______.

XV State whether the given sentence is affirmative, negative,
interrogatory ,declarative.
1Children were asked to complete the notes.
2 He does not play the guitar.
3 Where is my book?
4The mangoes are tasty.
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XVI Use or,but,because,so, and .
1. Shyam likes coffee ___ he drinks it everyday.
2. Lata ran fast ___ she missed the school bus.
3.You can have tea ___ coffee.
4. We have to get up early ___ we have school tomorrow.
5.As it was raining ___ they took shelter in a shop.
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